
Handy Tips, Solutions and Answers to
Common PC Questions
Do you have a question about a PC Knowledge for Seniors
article, or need help with a computing problem? If you do,
just drop us a line by email to editorial@pcforseniors.co.uk
and we’ll do our level best to help!

When you write, please remember to include your customer
number, your postcode, and the version of Windows you use
(Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 7, Windows Vista or
Windows XP). Give us as much detail as you can about the
problem to help us understand what’s happening, and feel
free to attach a screenshot or document if you think it would
help to illustrate the problem or error.
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How Can I Place Two Windows Side by Side?
Question: I always try to avoid having more than one
program open at once because I tend to get confused about
what’s open and what’s not. However, in some cases it’s
unavoidable, and my heart sinks when I know I have to do
it. One example is when I check my online banking in
Internet Explorer and copy the figures into Microsoft Excel.

Is there anything you can suggest that would make it easier
to work with two programs at the same time?

Robin Sharpe

Answer: Let’s assume you do have two programs open, one
of which is quite likely hidden behind the other. There are
two primary ways to switch back and forth between them.
One is to press the key combination Alt+Tab (which is easiest
using the thumb and middle finger of your left hand). The
other is to use those programs’ icons on your taskbar: click
the icon of the program you want to see, and it will jump in
front of the other program.

But if you need to see both at the same time, the ideal
solution is to arrange the two programs side-by-side, so that
each occupies half your screen. From Windows 7 onwards,
there’s a quick and easy way to do that, and Windows 10
adds some extra options.

Windows 8.1 and Windows 7
When you click a program window and press + , that
window is moved and resized to exactly fill the left-hand
half of your screen.

Click the other window and press + , and that will
jump to the right-hand side. You can now see and use both
programs at once. 

Trouble using
two programs 
at once?

You could switch
back and forth
between them

Even better:
place them 
side-by-side!

Move one win-
dow to the left
of the screen…

…and the other
to the right
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Windows 10

In Windows 10, the same two key combinations can still be
used, and they work in exactly the same way. But Windows
10 takes this idea a stage further: not only can your screen
be split into halves, it can be split into quarters.

Let’s assume you’ve just pressed + arrow to move
a window to the left half of your screen. If you now press

+ it will be moved into the top-left corner      ; or
if you press                 it will move to the bottom-left cor-
ner .4

03
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The Internet Explorer window moves to the left, and the
Excel window       to the right.

1

Questions & Answers

In Windows 10
you can see 
four programs 
at once

3
+

2

21
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Move windows
back to where
they were

Quick maximise
and minimise
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If you press + to move a window to the right half
of your screen, you can then press               to move it to
the top-right corner       , or press + to move it to
the bottom-right corner .

If you use + or to move a window into a corner
and then wish you hadn’t, press         and the opposite arrow
to move it back to occupying half the screen.

Windows 10, 8.1 and 7: if you use (for example) +
to move a window to the left half of the screen, pressing     

will undo that move, putting the window back
where it started.

If you click a window that hasn’t been moved using one of
these tips and then press + , the window will
maximise to fill your screen. Using                   will minimise
it to the taskbar.

6
5

+

+

+

3

4

5

6
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No maps
without an
Internet
connection?

Map data is
downloaded as
you move
around

Download the
maps you’ll need
in advance!

Click the
appropriate
continent
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1. Open the Start menu and click the Settings (cog-
shaped) icon near the bottom-left corner.

2. When the Settings window appears, click the Apps
icon and then click Offline maps in the left-hand panel.

3. On the right, near the top , click on Download maps.
This leads you to a list of six continents. Let’s assume 

Successfully Use Windows 10’s Maps App
When Travelling
Question: On a recent trip to Paris, we took our Windows
10 tablet on the assumption that its Maps app could help
us find our way around. We soon realised it only worked
when we had a Wi-Fi connection, which we did in the hotel
but obviously not when we were out exploring: it just showed
an empty blue window with a rather pointless ‘You are here’
dot in the middle. Is that really the best it can do?

Edwin Simms

Answer: In the normal run of things, yes, the Maps app does
need Internet access. Wherever you are (and as you move
around), it uses that Internet connection to download the map
data of the area around you. Without an Internet connection
it can’t do that, of course, so it displays nothing at all.

There is a solution, though. However, it’s a solution you’ll
need to use when you do have Internet access: you can
download and save the maps you’re going to need in
advance. This way, the Maps app will use those saved maps
rather than requiring an Internet connection. (Indeed, it will
use those saved maps even if it has an Internet connection,
making it a little more responsive.)

Follow these steps to download the map (or maps) you’re
going to need:

:
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4. you might be planning a return trip to Paris: in that
case, you’d click on Europe.

4. This leads you to the list pictured below. If the country
you’re interested in shows a size (in MB) below it, click
it and that map will be downloaded. If you see the
words ‘Select to choose a region’ (as you do for France),
click the country and you’ll see a list of regions. You
can either download the region whose maps you’ll
need or choose All regions to download the lot.

5. When you’ve started one map downloading, you’ll be
returned to the page you saw in step 3, where you
can click Download maps again if you need to
download another. 
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Download a map
for one country
(or region)

Need another
country or
region too?

Since you’ll quite likely be doing this on a tablet PC,
storage space will be limited, and these maps can take
up hundreds of megabytes of space. Therefore, when
you return from the trip, you might like to delete the
maps if you won’t need them again. Follow steps 1 and
2 above and you’ll see a list of the maps you’ve
downloaded. You can either click a map and then click
the Delete button beside it or click Delete all maps to
remove them all from your PC in one go.

!
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Why Does Word Print an Extra Page of
Document Details?
Question: Every time I’ve printed something in Microsoft
Word recently, I’ve gained an extra sheet showing all sorts
of details about the document I’m printing. That added page
doesn’t appear on the screen, so I can’t delete it before I
print. How can I prevent this from happening?

Neal McGee

Answer: These details are known as the ‘document
properties’, and they’re printed on to a final extra page
whenever you print a Word document. This isn’t Microsoft
Word’s normal behaviour, however: it only happens if you
switch on a particular option, as you might do accidentally.

Fortunately, it’s a quick job to turn off this option again if
you find you’ve enabled it. Just follow these steps:
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An extra sheet
of information 
is printed

Word can 
print out the
‘document
properties’

Turn off this
option

1. Click the blue File tab on the Ribbon and choose
Options. :
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Should I Use ‘Save’ or ‘Save As’?
Question: In most programs I see options for ‘Save’ and
‘Save As’, but I’ve never seen any instructions that tell me
to choose ‘Save As’. What is it for?

Marion English

Answer: To illustrate the point,
here’s a screenshot of the simple
Notepad text editor, included with
all versions of Windows. On its File
menu, as you can see, there are both
Save and Save As options, and
you’ll find the same two options on the File menu of almost
any program that allows you to create and save a file.

You’ll notice too that as an alternative to opening the File
menu and clicking Save you could just press + .
There’s no equivalent keyboard shortcut for the Save As
item, suggesting that you wouldn’t expect to need it as
often.

Ctrl S
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Word not to 
print document
properties

Most programs
offer both items

The Save item
has an easy
keyboard
alternative

2. At the left of the Word Options window that has
opened, click on Display.

3. In the section headed ‘Printing options’, remove the
tick beside Print document properties.

4. Click OK to save the new settings and close the
Options dialog.

From now on, whenever you print from Microsoft Word,
you’ll just get the document itself on paper, with no
additional document details.
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Use Save when
you’ve just
created a new
document

Use Save
regularly as you
work on it

Reopen, edit,
and save again

Use Save As 
just to create 
a new copy

In fact, you hardly need Save As at all. Let’s say you open
Notepad and type a couple of paragraphs. At present, your
text hasn’t been saved – it only exists in the Notepad
window, not as a file – and you want to save it. You choose
File > Save (or press + ) to do this. Since Notepad
doesn’t yet know what you want to name the file or where
you want to save it, it presents a Save As dialog prompting
you to choose these details. You do that and click the Save
button in that dialog.

Now you continue typing, and after adding a couple more
paragraphs you want to save again to ensure you won’t lose
these new additions to the document. Again you choose File
> Save (or press + ). This time, however, Notepad
knows where the file was saved and what it’s called, so it
simply saves the updated version of the document without
having to ask questions.

Perhaps you’ll open this document again tomorrow and
make a few more changes to it, and again the Save option
will save your work without asking questions: Notepad
knows which file you opened, so it knows where to save it.

We’ve done all this without touching the Save As option at
all. Here’s where Save As is needed: you’ve opened that
document again, but you want to create another copy of it
– perhaps with a new name, or in a different folder, or both.
For this you choose File > Save As and this causes a Save
As dialog to appear allowing you to pick the name and
location for the new copy. After clicking the Save button in
that dialog, a new copy of the document is saved, and it’s
this new copy you’re now working on in Notepad – your
original copy is safe and won’t be altered until you open it
again. In the meantime you can continue working on this
new copy in Notepad, using Save at regular intervals, as
before, to save the changes you make to it.

Ctrl S

Ctrl S
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No page
numbers, only
‘{PAGE}’

Fix it with 
a quick key
combination

Word was set 
to display 
‘field codes’

Word Shows ‘{PAGE}’ in Place of 
Page Numbers!
Question: I’ve just used Microsoft Word’s Page Number
option to add page numbers to a document I’m working on.
I’ve done it many times before, but this time, where the page
number should be at the bottom of each page, it just says
‘{PAGE}’.

Derrick Elledge

Answer: All you’ve done is to switch on an option in Word
(probably accidentally) that would normally be switched off.
The quick fix is to press the key combination +
(the         key to the left of the space bar and the        key).
As soon as you do that, each instance of ‘{PAGE}’ will be
replaced by the correct page number.

To give you a quick explanation of what had happened,
you’d switched on Word’s option to display things called
‘field codes’. Whenever you add page numbers to a
document, Word adds a supposedly-hidden field code to
each page marking the point where the page number should
appear. Normally, of course, the field code itself is hidden
and the page number is shown, but if you’ve told Word to
display the field codes instead, that’s what you’ll see – and
the field code for a page number is {PAGE}.

Word uses field codes to mark the positions of a variety of
other things too. Wherever you’ve typed a hyperlink (a web
or email address) which would normally be shown in blue,
underlined text, there’s a {HYPERLINK} field code hidden
behind it; if you add a table of contents, there’s a {TOC}
field code, and so on. Pressing + (often acc-
identally) displays these field codes in place of the hyperlink
or table of contents you’d usually prefer to see; pressing

+ again puts things back as they should be.

Alt F9

Alt F9

Alt F9

Alt F9
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